
Braeburn Primary and Nursery Academy Music Scheme

Ongoing Skills

Foundation Stage 1 and 2
Listening – Pupils are taught how to listen critically and creatively and to explore a range of high-quality music, ensuring the year group
encompasses music drawn from different traditions and cultures and from great composers and musicians. Pupils sit still and listen to music of
increasing length and can identify musical mood – focussing on whether music is happy or sad.
Singing – The voice is used to make sounds and noises of varying dynamics (and this includes chanting as a way of learning rhythm and
lyrics). Songs are taught which are cross curricular (topic related), and also recognise season, events and occasions.
Pitch – There is a recognition of high and low pitches are marked by gesture.
Pulse, Rhythm, Tempo and Metre – a clapped, short rhythm is echoed. Pulse and beat are distinguished by movement.
Composition – Mood and affect are conveyed when instruments are played. Sounds can be put together to create a piece of music with a
narrative or non-narrative as its inspiration.
Timbre – A range of instruments are played and their sounds described. The instruments are respected and handled correctly.

Years 1 and 2
The xylophone is used as an instrument on which to focus all the following six elements.
Listening – Pupils are taught how to listen critically and creatively and to explore a range of high-quality music, ensuring each year group
encompasses music drawn from different traditions and cultures and from great composers and musicians. Dynamics and tempi are explained
through questioning. The mood of a piece of music can be described and defined.
Singing – Pupils sing as a whole class and as a group, given a starting pitch. When this is secure, they progress to singing alone. Songs are
taught which are cross curricular (topic related), and also recognise season, events and occasions.
Pitch – Changes in pitch are identified and firstly marked using gestures, then talked about using correct vocabulary. This relates to
instruments and families of instruments.
Pulse, Rhythm, Tempo and Metre – duration is identified as long or short. The number of beats a note last can be identified. When listening to
music, tempo changes can be identified and marked by gesture. When playing music, the same piece can be played at varying speeds.
Composition – A simple, 4 beat rhythm can be improvised. Sounds can be arraigned to create a piece with a beginning, middle and end.
Timbre – 6 untuned instruments can be named and their sounds recognised. A range of familiar and unfamiliar instruments can be grouped
according to how sound is produced – scraped, shaken or tapped.



Years 3 and 4
The descant recorder is used through which all of the following elements can be explored. The main focus are notes G to D in the autumn term
and G to middle C in the summer term. The Wider Opportunities scheme is also used (with a focus on trumpet, trombone, saxophone and
clarinet.
Listening – Pupils are taught how to listen critically and creatively and to explore a range of high-quality music, ensuring each year group
encompasses music drawn from different traditions and cultures and from great composers and musicians. Music can be described, with
accuracy, using traditional musical terms.
Singing – Children fully engage with solo, small group and class singing. This is rehearsed and performed using different dynamics which can
be described using traditional, musical terms for dynamics.
Pitch – reading a score, pupils can identify and then reproduce (and perform) high and low sounds using a variety of instruments and media
Pulse, Rhythm, Tempo and Metre – rhythmic patterns, using quavers, crotchets and triplets are read, written and reproduced.
Composition – an accompaniment to a song is produced
Timbre – an instrument is chosen, played and performed appropriate to the task.

Years 5 and 6
Buckets and beaters are used to progress and develop class and ensemble playing and the following elements:
Listening – Pupils are taught how to listen critically and creatively and to explore a range of high-quality music, ensuring each year group
encompasses music drawn from different traditions and cultures and from great composers and musicians. Music is discussed with regard to
how sounds are put together and different effects are used to show the composer’s intentions.
Singing – A melody can be maintained as part of a group singing a 2 – part song.
Pitch – A song can be performed with the melody maintained with confidence and the correct pitches voiced.
Pulse, Rhythm, Tempo and Metre – using buckets and beaters, a two part rhythmical piece is composed and performed. The speed, pulse and
rhythms are correctly maintained.
Composition – Pupils can compose, notate (using traditional music notation) and perform a piece of music in a group, then perform it. ICT is
used in the composition process.
Timbre – Children work in a group combining instruments to create appropriate mood and expression


